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COMBINED WITH WORLD-WIDE CAPABILITIES
Field Quality Control & Quality Assurance • Full Service, Accredited Laboratory • Fabrication Facility Inspections
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CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS TESTING + INSPECTION
BUILDINGS | HIGHWAYS | BRIDGES | AIRPORTS | TUNNELS | ENERGY
845.496.1600 • www.advancetesting.com
AERO®
AGGREGATES

85-90%
Lighter than quarried aggregates
ASTM COMPASS®

- ASTM Standards: Organization-wide online access to the standards you choose
- Annotation tools for adding notes, images, and attachments to standards
- Color-coded highlighting identifies changes/revisions to standards
- ASTM SpecBuilder
- ASTM training modules and videos
- Access to thousands of papers and books in the ASTM Digital Library
- Translated standards

NEW! Maximize your performance using partner content on ASTM Compass:

- AASHTO (American Association of State & Highway Transportation Officials)
- AWS (American Welding Society)
- AWWA (American Water Works Association)
- IES (Illuminating Engineering Society)

For more information and pricing, contact Evan Rothblatt: erothblatt@astm.org | (610) 832-9598 | www.astm.org/compass
SELFLEVEL® Access Assembly

Improve driveability while reducing road maintenance, inflow, and infiltration. Available for asphalt and concrete applications.

SELFFLEVEL assembly floats with the roadway, keeping the surface smooth during settling and frost heave.

Protecting the structure below, traffic vibration is absorbed by the road surface.

An excellent solution for new or retrofit installations.

Visit r.ejco.com/lunch to request a lunch and learn demo or call 800 626 4653.

Made in the USA
KING Shotcrete Solutions include pre-packaged shotcrete material, as well as mixing and placement equipment, intended for mining, tunneling, concrete construction and concrete rehabilitation projects. KING Shotcrete Solutions supports your complete shotcrete operation.

Featured Brands:

KING Construction Products include pre-packaged concrete*, grout and repair mortar for mining, tunneling and concrete rehabilitation projects.

*Such as self-consolidating concrete